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Examining Litter Specific Variability in Mice and its Impact on Neurodevelopmental Studies
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Introduction

Results
2

► Although mice may share genetics, prenatal and postnatal environment (sex ratio, gestationnal position,maternal care, social hierarchy) impact critical periods of early development .
3,4,7
► Some groups highlighted a possible “intralitter likeness” leading to pseudoreplication, improper accounting of this litter-effect, and increases in the reporting of true or false positives
.
► There is no clear understanding of the impact of litter variability in brain anatomy or behavioral measurements to date.

4. A)

1. BFL sig. for specific behaviors and
structures volume mainly at PND38
and 60 and KW for behaviors at
PND38 and 90 and brain volumes at
PND90.
2. First 3 PCs sig. for every timepoint,
except only PC1 at PND 38 (Fig. 4c).
3. LV2 at PND90: Open field test
measurements and litter size covary
with PC2-3 (Fig. 4a).

Latent variable 2 at PND90 (var. exp. 16.9%)

Goals: Better understand litter variability through the observation of normative volumetric neurodevelopment and behaviors in a mouse model.
Statistical power will be simulated for varying effect sizes, sample sizes, litters and mice per litter trade-offs in an aim to give future recommandations on sample selection.

1. Levene’s & Kruskal-Wallis tests (BFL, KW) to evaluate litter variances and medians differences. False discovery
rate (FDR) correction threshold at 5%.
2. Principal component analysis (PCA): Define principal components (PC) of brain structures volume (Fig. 2b). PCs
permutation (n=1000), and PCs and loadings boostrapping (n=1000) and 5% FDR correction.
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Fig. 2: Multivariate analysis workflow performed at every timepoint. a) MAGeT brain 6 : extraction of 72
structures volume (DSURQE) from T1w. See statistics for description [2-3].
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4. The llitter-effect modulated the
sex-effect, for regions benifiting from
litters as a random effect (15/72).
5. SS results : a. regions (48/72) such as
the somatosensory, auditory, temporal
association, perirhinal, piriform,
ectorhinal areas and left frontal pole
reaches a smaller sample size (SS)
(Fig. 5a) compared to MM.
b. regions (32/72) such as the anterior
cingulate cortex, right
piriform-amygdalar, supplemental
somatosensory, left ventral pallidum
and posterior parietal association
areas showed smaller sample size
(SS) (Fig. 5c) compared to MM.
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Fig. 3: Power simulation workflow. a) Brain structures volume from subjects nested within litters (L) of (m) mice for controls or
treatment data. b) Simulated data, by duplicating sibjetcs, for a max number of litters (L j) and a max number of mice per litter (mj). c)
2 levels power simulation, simulating (n=1000) and varying number of litters (△L) and number of mice per litter (△m). d) Power
estimates heatmap for each region (v). Best trade-offs results brain map. Trade-offs (number of mice per litter vs number of litters)
selection: SS (Smallest Sample size): first trade-off reaching 80% power with the smallest sample size. MM (Maximizes mouse per
litter): first trade-off reaching 80% power, by maximizing the number of mice per litter. SS and MM compared to highlight regions
where having more litters would decrease the sample size needed to reach power. See statistics for additional details [4-5].

Fig. 5: Power simulation SS results.
Total sample size, number of litters and
number of mice per litter brain maps. a)
Normative development c) Simulated
treatment. Selected regions heatmaps
(SS : yellow, MM : black squares)
b) Normative development d)Simulated
treatment.
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4. Linear mixed effect models: Impact of litter on volumes trajectories using the Aikake Information Criterion (AIC)
5. Power simulation: Using simulated data across PND38, 60, 90, we evaluated within subject change (Fig. 3).
a. Modeling normative neurodevelopment
i. Brain region ~ sex * age + (1|mouse) + (1|litter) for a simulated age beta of 0.2.
b. Modeling simulated treatment group comparison
i. Brain region ~ treatment * age + sex + (1|mouse) + (1|litter) for a simulated age*treatment beta of 0.4.
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Fig. 4: PLSC results for LV2 at PND90.
a) Behaviors and PC scores loadings on
LV2. b) LV2 (PLSC), PC2-3 (PCA)
scores distributions. c) PC2-3 (PCA)
loadings brain maps. (BFL : sig. = §,
FDR =§§ ; KW: sig. = *, FDR =** )
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3. Partial least squares correlation (PLSC): Latent variables (LV) of PC scores and behaviors/demographics (Fig. 2d).
LVs permutation (n=5000) and bootstrapping (n=5000).
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Fig. 1: Experimental design5.
a) Mice scanned distribution.
(light: F, dark: M)
b) Magnetic resonance
Imaging (MRI): T1-weighted
(T1w) manganese enhaced
structural MRI (100 um3
isotropic voxels).
Behaviors: Marble Burying
test, Prepulse Inhibition test,
Open Field test (Fig. 2c).
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1. A) Total: 36 C57bl/6 mice (19F/17M)
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Conclusion
► Factors specific to a litter modulate mouse development, showing ► Regions pertaining to the processing of social behaviors are highlighted by
greater variability between litters, in adolescence and adulthood.
these results. Increasing the number of litters could improve power and reduce
the sample size needed when studying these regions.
► The litter-effect seem to be intertwine with the sex-effects.
► Improved analysis decisions are needed to better account for this litter-effect.
Future perspective
► Despite strict guidelines, variability is still present and solutions such as systematic heterogeneity and cross-fostering should be further explored.
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